
Education alone is not enough to change behaviors and have a significant impact on business results. The LRN Catalyst 
platform is everything you need to host, deliver, track, and manage your ethics and compliance program—enabling you to 
scale values and behavior across your organization.

Our innovative SaaS web-based platform is globally accessible and fully hosted by LRN. It includes tools to customize, 
deploy, monitor, and measure online education campaigns for improved enterprise-wide program oversight and risk 
management. It seamlessly integrates LRN’s training solutions with customization options and social capabilities, providing 
an easy-to-navigate user experience that delivers customized education for each employee.

With Catalyst, program implementation and integration are simple and easy. It supports and reinforces E&C best practices, 
including proactive E&C campaigns delivered across multiple channels, trust and verification-based attestations and 
certifications, and targeted education to certain risk areas.

FLEXIBLE EDUCATION MANAGEMENT

LRN CATALYST PLATFORM

Knowledge Service Provider™

COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTION
Automate, host and maintain your training  and content on  
Catalyst, or integrate with your learning management system.

COMMUNICATION TOOLS
Use LRN’s Catalyst Communications Tool to manage 
multi-channel campaigns, and reach employees wherever 
they are located.

REPORTING
Run reports and dashboards so that you can easily track 
progress during campaigns. With LRN’s Managers Report,  
give managers and executives a comprehensive view of  
your program performance company-wide.

ON DEMAND CONTENT
Gain easy access to content with courses that work on any 
device (phone, tablet, computer) and are in compliance with 
Section 508 and WCAG AA Guidelines.

INTEGRATED CERTIFICATION TOOLS
Automate the process of obtaining employee policy 
acknowledgements and disclosures. LRN’s Certification 
Manager includes powerful workflow and reviewer tools.

INSIGHT & ANALYTICS
Measure learner proficiency, uncover content gaps, and 
take action to mitigate risk with LRN’s Catalyst Analytics 
data tools.
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INNOVATIVE PLATFORM

CLIENT SATISFACTION
Our rigorous quality assurance goes beyond delivery into post-implementation. We are results oriented and regularly gauge 
the effectiveness of our offerings so we can adjust and improve. Our latest client survey shows:

Give us a call Toll Free: 1-800-598-2809 to learn more about our Catalyst Console platform and HOW® we can help your 
organization foster a winning ethical culture.

COURSE CUSTOMIZER TOOL
Allows you to customize your training, making your unique 
policies and risk areas more personalized and relevant to  
your company.

CATALYST OFFLINE
Gives flexibility to reach offline learners and allows them the 
ability to enjoy a full course experience. Course completions 
are captured locally and synced with one click to Catalyst.

PERSONALIZED PATHWAYS
Enables you to target different users within the same  
course using a branching approach.

CATALYST CONNECT
Integrates your ethics and compliance program into a single 
app leveraging Augmented Reality (AR) and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) to give employees access to the content 
and tools they need to help them make the right decisions.

ADAPTIVE LEARNING
Provides a way for employees who are experienced  
in a particular topic to “test out,” which saves time and 
increases engagement.

ACTIVITY AND INTERACTIONS MAPPING: AIM
Automatically assigns relevant training in topic areas with 
the most common E&C risks based on workplace 
assessments via this patented system.
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